Eliminate Ransomware, Data loss and Downtime
Recover entire system and virtualize instantly

IDrive offers a high-performing Onsite Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR) Solution

*Powered by Intel NUC hardware with robust software, customized for small businesses.*

Perform full system backup of Windows computers, Servers, and VMware machines to the local BMR Cube device and IDrive cloud. Maintain ready-to-use, bare-metal restore (BMR) capability with image-based backup. In the event of a computer crash or a ransomware attack, create virtual instances of the protected machines in seconds to get your business up and running. Access and manage your BMR device from anywhere via cloud manage.

**IDrive® BMR Cube Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 TB Cube</th>
<th>4 TB Cube</th>
<th>7.5 TB Cube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$99.50/month</td>
<td>$149.50/month</td>
<td>$225.00/month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **RAM:** 16 GB
- **Storage:** 2 TB SATA SSD
- **6 TB Virtual Storage**
- **Cloud Backup**: 2 TB
- **Unlimited Licenses**

- **RAM:** 16 GB
- **Storage:** 4 TB SATA SSD
- **10 TB Virtual Storage**
- **Cloud Backup**: 4 TB
- **Unlimited Licenses**

- **RAM:** 32 GB
- **Local Storage:** 7.5 TB SATA SSD
- **12 TB Virtual Storage**
- **Cloud Backup**: 7.5 TB
- **Unlimited Licenses**

Note: Available only in the USA, UK, and Canada

www.idrive.com/cube/
Why IDrive® BMR Cube?

› Image-based Backup
   Backup multiple partitions or whole hard drives; creating recovery points for your entire system.

› High Performance via CBT
   Ensure quick incremental backups with BMR’s own Changed Block Tracking (CBT) driver that identifies blocks of data that have changed instead of comparing and backing up every block.

› Snapshots
   Use Snapshot-based image restore for point-in-time recovery. Restore multiple machines in one go as image data can be accessed directly from the BMR Cube device.

› Robust Security
   IDrive BMR uses 256-bit AES CCM encryption to secure your data on the local BMR Cube device as well as on the IDrive cloud. Your data is encrypted even during transfer to the cloud.

Backup that protects wide-range of businesses:

- Healthcare (Dental Offices)
- Accounting (CPA Offices)
- MSPs & IT
- Education

www.idrive.com/cube/
› **Cloud Manage**  
Manage your local BMR Cube device from anywhere with a browser-based access to the device interface. Administer the device operations with full access to the local web console.

› **KVM-based Virtualization**  
Resume business instantly by creating virtual instances of your protected machines, either on the BMR device or on IDrive cloud, using the built-in KVM hypervisor.

› **BMR NAS**  
Create and backup network-attached storage within the BMR storage and collaborate over SMB, NFS, AFP, SFTP, and iSCSI protocols.

---

* Average effective storage based on advanced deduplication supported by IDrive's storage software. Actual results may vary based on various factors.

# Cloud backup requires appropriate configuration and connectivity.